
What do you know?
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1. Why do you need special glasses to view a solar eclipse? 
t. The Sun grows dark and you won’t be able to see it.
e.  Solar rays still reach the Earth and could damage your eyes.
s.  It’s a hip thing to do and the glasses make you look very hip.
y. all of the above

2. Based on the review of “Innocent Heroes,” which of these statements is true?
r. Dogs were the only service animals used in World War I.
l.  Fortunately, no service animals were seriously injured in World War I.
a. There were many different service animals of all sorts in World War I.
n. all of the above

3. Which of the following answers for the on-line question about food was most popular with CK readers? 
o. I stick to the things I’m used to, thanks
w. I’m willing to try something new, but keep a PBJ ready just in case. 
g. I like new things, but not weird stuff, like snails or frog legs. 
n. Bring it on! I’m curious and ready for absolutely anything! 

4. Why are different types of Eastern trees shifting their habitat further west?
c.  Climate change means there is more moisture farther west.
d.  Climate change means it is cooler farther west.
e.  Trees get bored hanging around the same place all the time.
f.   all of the above

5. What should you learn from the story about the girl choking on a fidget spinner part?
r. Don’t put small metal objects in your mouth.
c. Fidget spinners are very dangerous and children should not have them.
h. Newspapers and news sites don’t like to report about fads.
e. all of the above

6. Why did Stork Shanahan fight with Tommy over the shirts?
t. Stork is a bully.
e. Stork and his gang wanted some of the money Tommy made selling shirts.
m. Stork and his gang try to control the businesses boys do at the ferry slip.
f. all of the above

Fill in the letters to the correct answers above to solve this question:

This country that recently held elections is
one of the USA’s oldest allies in the world.                 ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______ 
                                                                                              6            5              2             3            4             1

What do you think?
Big Nate is still trying to use “the ol’ pencil trick” as a way to strike up a conversation with girls. What do 
you think of that kind of trick? What’s the best way you know of to start a conversation with someone? 
Write Nate a letter explaining your opinion.



Proofreading:
There are five errors in this passage. Can you find them all? Correct each mistake in the space above it.

Colorado is just slight south of the path of totality, but it will still be a great 

show for those who cant go to wyoming or idaho, with about 90 percent of the 

Sun bloted out here.

Summarize the story:
Use three sentences to tell about the fidget spinner choking story.

1.

2.

3. 

Look it up!
For each of these animal war heroes, give the nation and the war in which it served.  We’ve done the first 
one for you.

      Siwash the Duck     USA          World War II

     Sgt. Bill the Goat

     Corporal Wojtek (or Voytek) the Bear

     Rin Tin Tin the Dog

     Cher Ami the Pigeon

     Sgt. Reckless the Horse


